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UNITHEA 2024 _visible  

 

Students of the European University Viadrina invite the people of Słubice and Frankfurt (Oder) to the 

24th International Theater Festival, which will take place on June 21-22, 2024. UNITHEA is a festival 

designed, organized and carried out by students. Over its twenty-three-year history it has developed 

into an important cultural event of Frankfurt (Oder) and Słubice, which expresses the spirit of the cities. 

The students who organize the festival have acquired the theoretical knowledge of cultural event 

management and apply it in practice this year. International profile of the participants, festival venues 

located in two countries and the original program gives UNITHEA festival its name – the Festival of 

Diversity. 

Digitization has allowed an easy access to the world’s knowledge and its history. Still, our past and 

present are often not discussed, visions for a different future are often unheard. UNITHEA wishes to 

create a space for all, who have been left out by the spotlight.  

 

UNITHEA makes _visible 

We are of the opinion, that current performances on stage don’t represent our diverse society. Up until 

now, systemic causes of discrimination have not been made visible. Ideas for change have been largely 

ignored and unheard. UNITHEA wishes to make a contribution by filling this empty space and make 

ideas visible.  

The festival events are taking place in established theater locations (Kleist Forum and SMOK), as well 

as on sites which are typically not associated with theater performances. Visitors will have the 

opportunity to enjoy traditional and modern theater forms, object and puppet theater, dance and 

performance. 
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